Reducing poverty among single parents between the ages of 18-40 by providing support via career development and related resources.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
- Sponsored up to 50 parents/kids at a Chicago Sky Game
- Sponsored costs associated with parents’ unexpected losses, bill payments and housing fee’s.
- Provided thank you COVID-19 care packages for 25 nurses/medical professionals
- Provided 100 adult, 80 children reusable masks to Chicago’s Austin Community
- Provided sanitary support for up to 250 women across the Chicagoland area
- Sponsored essentials purchase & clothing donation for 12 men in a Dixon Men’s Shelter
- Sponsored 6 Xavier students displaced by/that were able to relocate due to hurricane IDA

CIVIC ORGANIZATION
- Donated up to 100 turkeys & registered recipients to vote across Chicago’s Southside
- "Do ALL Black lives matter and the disconnect between straight black males and black gays!" Live Stream w/661 views
- It’s NOT "how you", it’s "that you" #VOTE | VP Debate Watch & Whisper A VP Debate Watch Party and Virtual Round Table Discussion w/157 views
- In tandem with our Community partners, we distributed 150 bags of fresh fruits, vegetables, school supplies and other resources during Food! Folks! and (in)Formation; 15 families received Samsung Galaxy Tab A’s | we also created a BIPOC community wellness resource webpage.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
- Live Hosted (and streamed) two career tips & topics panels Career Tips & Topics presents "College | Trades | Military | Other" & Career Tips & Topics presents "What Employers Want" w/64 Registrants & 457 views collectively
- Hosted "Let’s Chat!” w/ASKCat Presents a series of virtual wellness oriented discussions that were broadcast live on FluentRadio and/or YouTube; topics ranged from mental health to career development and moratorium support w/313 views
- Hosted a job & resource fair in tandem w/monthly smaller micro engagements on Chicago’s south east side; this multi-organizational collaboration provided 110 fresh fruit & veggie bags from Southside Market, 3-5 key Career Development Related points and connection to 10 resource & employment related partners.

TO DONATE
HTTPS://WWW.PAYPAL.COM/PAYPALME/SMNPCEINC
E-Mail: SMNPCEINC@gmail.com
PH: 815-685-6101

TO FIND OUT MORE HTTP://DISRUPTIVEINC.ORG/